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Editorial
Prasadi Souvenir-2070 is the true reflection of Prasadians
and it is our great privilege to be the gem of this gallery,
gratitude of which is beautifully expressed in the souvenir.
The souvenir is not only a bundle of pages for us but our
feelings, memories and nostalgia that we had together. It
is a true souvenir from the Academy that we get, which
always inspires us not to be an ex-Prasadian but the
Prasadian in the ages to come.
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We deeply acknowledge the encouragement and support
from all the teachers & staff in the very tiresome hours of
preparation of the Souvenir and put across our heartfelt
indebtedness for their help. At the same time, we express
our earnest gratefulness to respected Chief Mr. Bikram
Rai and inspiring Mr. Principal for their support and
instigation to shape the Souvenir in this form.
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We highly appreciate comments and critical appreciations
from our valued readers, which will play pivotal role to
make further improvement in the Souvenir.
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Prasadi Academy is really an academia where students
gain knowledge secluding themselves from other activities.
We are being taught to be focused on our aim in the
most conducive environment possible with complete
dedication. We express our sincere gratitude to the
Academy for being with us all the time and providing us
with platform like the Souvenir to exhibit our hidden talents,
feelings and experiences through our words.
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MESSAGE
First and foremost, I would like to thank you with
my inner heart for giving me an opportunity to
write some few words of encouragement for the
PRASADI SOUVENIR 2070. On the behalf of
the Higher Secondary Education Board (HSEB),
I would like to provide my best wishes for all the
students who are ivolved with my full support.
For achieving the goal and enlighten them to gear
up for making their dream come true I pray to
God to provide them full of strength and positivity.
I would also like say special thank you to Prasadi
Academy management for providing the
students with such a motivating opportunity.

(Dr. Hem Kumar Mishra)
Vice-Chairman
HSEB
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MESSAGE
It is said that a journey of thousand miles begins
with a first step forward. It gives me immense
pleasure to see that we have successfully completed
one and half decade in our journey firmly inculcating
truth, morality, value along with state of the art
education to live up the expectation and need of
present time in our students.
At present, Prasadi is the first choice of every
parents and wards to pursue higher secondary
education as she has proven herself as an epitome
of excellence in higher secondary education. I
believe she would continue to inspire and educate
scores of minds with the same spirit in the years to
come, which fills my heart with profound pride and
fulfillment alongside humbleness as a founder of
the institution.
Prasadi souvenir is a mouthpiece to express the
feelings, memories, experiences & creativity of
Prasadians during their study years in Prasadi
Academy. I am sure the writings and brief
autobiographies of students will fill their heart with
positive vibes whenever they go through the souvenir
in distant future.
At the end, on behalf of the administration, I express
my wholehearted appreciation to all for their
indefatigable work to bring the souvenir in this form.

Bikram Rai
Chief
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Friends
We were about three or four years old when we
were enrolled in a school for the first time. The first
day at school was an entirely new experience for
us. The mixture of emotions, including the feelings
of excitement and a bit of awkwardness had made
that moment even more special and an inevitable
part of our cherishable memories. The first day at
school was our first independent attempt to make
friends, which might have continued to first few
months at school.
Then as we grew up and got promoted to higher
grades, we began to make more friends. In junior
classes, friends were merely the classmates or
playmates for us but as we grew up friends occupied
an important part in our lives and became more than
just a playmate. Our friends’ attitude towards us
and our activities mattered more than anything to
us. The longest period when we remained among
the same group of friends or in a familiar company
was during the school years. At those moments
the company of our friends lured us to such extent
that we began to spend more time with them than
with our parents. we shared secrets, had gossips ,
made fun and laughter. By the time we were at the
end of our school life we had developed so much
bonding among ourselves that we thought that our
life would be rather difficult and incomplete without
them. The last day at school had a different scenario
than the other normal days. We exchanged good
byes and promised to remain in touch. There were
eyes all wet and cheeks with tears rolling down.
But soon after we reached college, we began to
make new friends. The new faces around us in the

college became our friends and we added a lot of new
names to our “friends list”. We are people and have to
live among the people. Exchanging thoughts and ideas
help us understand each other and know more about the
world. Making friends means learning more and
understanding each other. Friendship teaches us to share
and help. The teachers, our elders and our parents teach
but our friends share and sharing is the easiest but the
most effective way of learning. We share not only our
sorrows but also our joys with our friends. Sharing sorrow
is to reduce half of the problems but sharing joy is adding
happiness to our lives.
Life is an ongoing journey. In this journey we come
through different places and make many friends. The
human life is not merely a word of four letters but is a
really precious and valuable treasure of new experiences
and memories. Friends and friendship are an important
part of our lives. The friends that we made in the earlier
days are the part of our beautiful reminiscences and the
friends that we make at present are a part of our journey
who help us to enrich every memories that we live!
By Salu Mahato
XII D5 Science
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In Nostalgia………..
I remember the day pretty clearly; it was a calm morning
on 2nd shrawan 2068. Unlike the weather that day, I wasn’t
calm at all. An orchestra of emotions was playing out loud
in me. I was nervous, excited, curious, enthusiastic, all at
the same time. After having been enrolled in a school with
a familiar environment for so long and then stepping out to
the new environment of a new institution with a whole lot of
new people will definitely be tough. But I was ready for all
it had to offer. So in my crispy new uniform, I headed out
for my first day at Prasadi.
As I entered through the front gate, I had butterflies in my
stomach. I could see some teachers helping out the new
students; we were asked to wait for sometimes until we
found out the sections we were placed in and then we
were sent to our classes. It felt good to see some familiar
faces back from my school. The day went fine. There were
introductions and interactions between the teachers and
the students and brief lecture from chief about the rules
and ways of Prasadi, and of course the trademark of
Prasadi: studying on the first day.
I had heard about Prasadi earlier, about its strict rules and
level of discipline to be maintained here. Since I came
from a very reputed school of the country where I
experienced strict discipline, I didn’t think it would matter
much to me. But my college turned out to be even stricter
than my school.
During the starting days, things were difficult to manage:
the persistent lessons from teachers, the regularity of
home works and the rush to utilize the twenty minutes
short lunch break. But then with each passing days, it all
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turned well. I started adapting in the environment of
Prasadi, in fact I started enjoying it here, as many
of my friends did, without whom, this journey
would’ve been difficult. I’ve made many new friends
here at Prasadi who have turned out to be great
companions. They have made these two years of
my life memorable.
I am glad I chose to pursue my studies in Prasadi
after completing my SLC. Branching out from
studying many subjects at school to a particular
stream and bridging the gap wouldn’t have been
easy, had I not opted for Prasadi. The teachers
here were very helpful, inspiring and encouraging. I
enjoyed learning from them. All their teaching,
guidance and effort have contributed a lot in my path
of learning. I have learnt about a lot of stuffs in
Prasadi and I am glad to have been a part of this
great Institution. You never know how time passes.
It feels like yesterday when I entered this gate of
Prasadi and now it is all coming to an end. I’ve had
lot of delightful experiences and met many new
people at Prasadi. I will cherish every moment of
the parcel of these experiences and memories that
Prasadi has given me. They are sure to bring a smile
on my face every time I recall them. And now when
it’s time to leave, I’m sure every fellow student here
feels the same as I do: Proud to be Prasadian!
By Juliana Shrestha
XII B5 Mgmt
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Looking Back the Memories in Prasadi Academy
Now, it’s time to leave Prasadi Academy. It seems just like yesterday waiting in a long line to get a form of
entrance exam. But I wonder how fast these 2years passed. While joining Prasadi I was unknown, alone,
strange as friends were few, however, at the end of the stage, I am leaving Prasadi with many friends.
From the first day in class 11 O8 till now in class 12 B5 I’ve gained very good memories. It feels really great
to look back for a moment in Prasadi Academy. On the very first day of grade 11, all of the students in the
class were shouting “that is Prasadi” while our first teacher started to teach us. After that, load of home
works, bag checking rush of submitting homework at the last minutes which turned normal for us as time
passed by. I cannot forget my friends with whom I’ve shared every great moment. Laughing, eating, and of
course shouting with my bench partners Nikita, Kripa, Alisha , Rikita, and Palistha on class 11. It was
great fun and of course returning back with my special friends Pratibha , Pema, Subeena ans Sangita
laughing a loud in the middle of the road was great memory.
Walking up to the top floor in class 12 was the hardest thing. Laughing non-stop with my laughing partner
Alisha spending great time with my great bench partners Puza and Lasta was the best memory I’ve had in
my life. I will never forget dance of picnic, running early in the morning to get inside at 6:40 was most
memorable moment.
I would like to thank all my inspiring and friendly teachers who’ve taught me. Their inspiration will always be
with me. Every day you all taught us new things in new ways.I feel really proud to be a “PRASADIAN”.
Prasadi has taught me a lot like, to be loyal with friends, forgive enemies etc. I hope up-coming Prasadian
will also learn same thing. Thank you “PRASADI ACADEMY” to make me part of you.
By Pratikshya Bhusal
XII B5 Mgmt
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Flashback
As a normal student I too had a dream of getting a best
place for my higher schooling and I didn’t have the best
option other than Prasadi, I must say Prasadi gave me the
most beautiful moment of my life. From the first day in the
college I could feel that my life was changing .I got some
wonderful friends and they became close to me very soon.
Many of Prasadians said homework troubled them but
homework never troubled me. I had nothing to lose before
I entered Prasadi but now I have probably the most beautiful
gift which I am afraid to lose. I really got very good
environment to study but as a matter of fact I might not
have utilized it properly.
Grade 11 was really good but grade 12 was one of my
dreams came true. Each and every second or minute in
12 were incredible. “RAM SIR I WOULD LIKE TO THANK
YOU FROM MY DEPTH OF MY HEART WITH FULL
RESPECT’ Sir, you might not know what I am thanking
you for but really what you did , changed my life.Having
fun in class, being with Anuj, sitting in last bench with
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Suyas, Sanjay just in order to be close to someone
would be missed a lot. Writing message and passing
would be missed a lot. Ears to teachers but eyes
and heart somewhere else would be missed a lot.
Really PRASADI, I would be missing you a lot.
Surprise entry of our teacher in class for hair
checking or bag checking, waiting for holiday’s notice
was too crazy, we used to scream as if we had just
won a big battle. Jokes of Sarthak were really
interesting. Eyes’ talk with special friends, teasing
friends, making useless gossips were the wonderful
moments. Picnic was nice. We danced too wildly.
Every single moment in Prasadi would be truly
missed. Finally I can say “I AM PROUD TO BE A
PRASADIAN”
Thank you teachers with respect! Love you all! Love
you Prasadi! Love you sir and love you madams!
By Aashish Dhungana
XII B3 Mgmt
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Thank You Prasadi
If you want to achieve success in life, there are only
three things to do:
1. Study 2. Study 3. Study
Studying with determination is what makes people
successful. From my childhood I have been listening
a single sentence from my father “time and money
spent on education never go worthless.” So, spend
as much time in study as you can and don’t hesitate
to invest on study either. Studying hard doesn’t mean
studying anything but it means studying what you
are interested in. I want to thank my parents that
they never compelled me to read what they wanted
rather they always encouraged me to study
according to my interest. I have seen many
students ruining their lives because of choosing the
subjects what their parents and relatives forced them
to choose. They then blame themselves and their
parents for not being able to study according to self
interest throughout their lives.
I’d like to share an experience of one of my friends
here. Science faculty is still considered as only good
subject after SLC; so my friend’s parents forced
him to study Science with the dream of making him
Doctor. So, he for his parent’s happiness gave
farewell to his dream of becoming a successful

banker and joined Science in a well known college of
Kathmandu. But the pressure of study and pressure from
college couldn’t help him to concentrate on laws and
principles of Science so he failed in three subjects;
Physics, Biology and Mathematics in grade XI and in
Physics and Biology in grade XII. Now he is studying his
+2 again taking Humanities faculty. So, pressure from his
parents made him lose his dream of becoming successful
banker and, his parents’ dream of making him a Doctor
made him lose precious two years’ time of his life.
‘Always try to be best at what you are good at’ .Never fail
to recognize your interest and work with determination and
dedication to achieve that. Do not compare yourself with
other successful person or unsuccessful persons. Compare
what you were, what you are and what you will be. Stepping
forward with loads of interest on what you are doing prevents
you from looking backward in your past. Do not think of
being successful without hard work.”Chase excellence,
success will follow you” these are the knowledge I got as
a Prasadian.
Learning continues throughout our whole life and study
enables us to achieve our goal in our lives. I’d like to thank
Prasadi Academy, teachers and Prasadi management for
providing me proper environment for my study.”I am always
proud to be a Prasadian”.
By Dipesh Poudel
XII D3 Science
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First Day of My College Life
On that day when I entered into my college, I felt that I just got into the restricted area for me. All of them were
walking past me and watching me like a mutant. The staff in the management and the faculties seemed to be
giants and I was standing with them like a deer stand in a cave of a lion. In my hall all of the students were
watching me. My mom always used to say that I was the best. I too believed her before coming to my college,
because I was from the kind of circumstance. I was the top student in my class until I finished my 10th standard.
Friends tried to spend their time with me. However, in my higher secondary level, I didn’t give much importance
to the studies but tried to enrich my practical knowledge.
I realized that my mom lied to me. I saw many people there having extra ordinary knowledge and looking so beautiful
and also found some people having nothing in their mind like me. I thought on that day I made a big mistake in my life.
Commerce was not my right faculty, but just a wrong ambition for me. My game was over. But my brother said, “Don’t
worry my dear! It’s just a day. College will teach you all the things itself”. Those words gave me a little energy. And that
was true my college made me a complete girl in few months. My first friends in my college were Sangita and Pratibha.
They were the first best friends for me. They were good looking and beautiful. They proved to be very good friend form
the very beginning. After that I made all classmates as my friends. Toonisha is just stunning about her humor. She
was from Jhapa and had knowledge in all fields. She was an interesting person. Selika was a cute girl and she believed
on whatever we told. I love all my friends. I love my classroom and my last bench. So, friends, don’t be afraid of the first
day. Those days are the turning point to our life.
By Nisha Kumari
XII B5 Mgmt
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In Prasadi Academy
On my first day in Prasadi I was excited
but, by the tight schedule and less break a bit disappointed
Thought my college was most boring of all
the funniest part was the last period roll call.
The home works were compulsory, strict was the rule.
Thought the teacher were all very cruel.
A lazy fellow I was and still am.
To the home works that I didn’t give a damn.
But soon even home works began to look fun
It felt great to say,” my home works are all done”.
The teachers became friends, class turned into a gang
I’ll always miss the gossips we had and the songs we sang.
Many new different people here I met,
The golden moment with them will I never forget.
Can’t explain in words, how good a Prasadian it felt to be
I’m proud and happy I was a student in Prasadi Academy.
By Pravin Shrestha
D9 Science
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Make a Right Choice
One big company was having a new staff. The
question in the written exam was : you are driving a
car in a big stormy night. When you pass by a bus
stop you see three people who are waiting for the
bus. One old lady who is dying, one doctor who
saved your life before and one lady who is someone
you have been dreaming to be with you. You can
take only one passenger along, which one will you
choose? Please explain your reason. Think about it
before you read the following.
Every answer has its own reason. An old lady is
going to die, anybody should obviously save her first,
however every person has to die anyway. You should
take the doctor because the doctor saved your life
before. That is a perfect chance to pay him back. At
the same time some people believe that you always
pay doctor back in the future but you may never be
able to find the perfect love once you pass this
chance.
Among two hundred candidates, the one who was
hired didn’t explain his answer. He simply stated
“I’d give the car key to the doctor and let him take
the old lady to the hospital and stay back to wait for
the bus with the lady of my dream.”
By Tenjila Shilpakar
XII B2 Mgmt
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A Painful Departure with
Prasadi….
Now the time has come to say goodbye to Prasadi. The
two years journey in Prasadi had been really exciting and
adventurous for me and had actually gone through a lot
more stresses, ups and downs, pressures within these
two years, but these stresses also had a hidden
excitement. Every moment spent in Prasadi will always
remain in my heart as a beautiful memory. I never thought
that the departure with Prasadi would be so painful and
difficult. When I firstly entered Prasadi, I thought that life
in it, would be really boring. Gradually, when time passed
I got to realize, how exciting Prasadi was. How can I forget
my teachers and their presentation in classes. I had been
such a student, who was commonly called for
presentations. My teachers used to appreciate me for my
confidence and my language of speaking. Prasadi was
my first choice and today I can proudly say that it was my
best choice.
When I was in grade XI, my only goal was to impress my
teachers and secure higher percentage, as there’s a saying
“first impression is always the last impression”. But once
I was promoted to grade XII, I actually started enjoying my
college life. I got to know my friends and my teachers
more closely. While talking about my teachers, I think I’ll
always be oweing to Saroj Pyakurel Sir for making me
what I am in Accountancy today. There are some more
teachers whom I’ll be missing the most. Bhogee Sir, the
class teacher of B’6' and will miss his joke encouragement,
his tough questions in terminal exams which always made
me cry thinking that I wouldn’t be the higher scorer. Megh
Raj Sir’s way of teaching was literelly awesome. Manju
ma’am’s encouraging skill will always be missing in my
life after leaving Prasadi. I will always miss RKN sir’s
dialogue “ek jhapad handinchu”. How can I forget Tara
ma’am, who actually took us for a whole year. She was
the only teacher who used to give some spare time and
crack lots of jokes. Among various memories, my best
memory would be Ratna Man Sir’s classes. I still remember
he gave me a new name ‘Champ’ which made me feel out
of the world. I can never forget the moments which I had
shared with my mates. All those gossips, jokes, pranks,
games etc. Aah…, how can I forget to list out the picnic
day, where I got to know new friends. We literally danced
for a whole day.
These were some memories that Prasadi had given me
within these two years. Prasadi has actually transformed
me from a weak person to a capable one. Today I can feel
the difference being a Prasadian. Whenever I’ll be opening
the book of my life , I’m sure Prasadi would be one of the
most beautiful chapter of that book. Lastly, I would like to
thank Prasadi for making me a part of its family
By Sonisha Maharjan
XII B6 Mgmt
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Memories from Prasadi
Memories are very much precious episode of our life. I
remember how confused I was about what to study and
where to study. I was quite unknown that Prasadi was
waiting for me to share the knowledge, friends and teachers.
First day I stepped in grade XI, I was just blank, very nervous,
afraid and anxious. Gradually, I met my friends. We started
to talk, play, study, and enjoy in O’8'. My friends were
Melu, Roshni, Pratikshya, Chandu, Sangita, Prativa, Nisha,
etc. We used to play basketball and lunch a lot with Melu,
Upasana, Nikita, Sonal etc…..Grade XI was very much
interesting with the teachers like Phanendra sir who used
to teach us in very funny way, Somnath sir who always
was strict. Nagendra sir who once scolded me very badly,
Tara ma’am who always used to change my seat in her
period, Amala ma’am who was very special to
me….wow….that was the most enjoyable and interesting
part of my life.
Grade XII was the most memorable grade for me as each
and every moment we spent in grade XII will be there in my
heart for ever. In grade XII when I just came inside the
class room i.e. B5 I saw many of my friends from O’8’were
there, which was the best thing to me. I was also happy

that I got chance to sit with Melu and Chandu. They were
too much funny. I also got to know that the business
studies and accountancy teachers are same from O’8'.
That was also the great thing to me. I not only enjoyed
with my old friends but also made many new friends. We
used to make lots of noise so Manju ma’am changed the
seat and I got to know that I had to seat with Pema and
Toonisha. First we were really sad but after some time
we three also became very good friends. We enjoyed a
lot. In the break time Melu and all other my friend used to
play basketball.
One day, when we were playing basketball we forgot that
the time was over and we ran to the washroom but one
of the teacher told us to stand infront of the punishment
zone and told us that he would call chief. But we were
lucky that chief sir was not in the college that time and
he told us not to be late again and sent us in the
classroom. Chief came in the classroom and called mine
and Chandu’s name. Oh my god…that was the most
frightening day, he told that the next day he would give
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….i.e. punishment. Whole night I was thinking that I would
die. I knew that I should have been calm but my heart
was beating very loud and fast. The next day Incharge sir
called us and said not to do such things but I wondered
that when I had not done anything then why me…????But
I was happy with it. Grade XII was the year full of memories
for me. Lots of my friends will be missed and I know I’ll be
alone but no matter friend are always friends.
Oh god ! now it’s time to write the last paragraph but I just
want that the two years of my life should again be replayed
so that I can enjoy it again. Time and tide waits for no
man. So, I will be carrying all those memories with me.
which were given by my friends, teachers. Thanks to
Prasadi and my salute to great Prasadi: “PROUD TO BE
A PRASADIAN”
By Sabina Chaulagain
XII B5 Mgmt

Proud to be a Prasadian
Rajesh Hamal may be proud to be an actor,
Barack Obama may be proud to be a President,
You may be proud on what you are but we are proud to be prasadians.
Malvika Subba is proud to hold the title of Miss Nepal,
Johncena is proud to hold the title of WWE championship,
You may be proud to hold the title of best student,
But we are proud to hold the title of Prasadians.
A director knows when he gets his model,
A musician knows when his instruments are in best condition,
Similarly, we, being Prasadians,
Know this is the best college.
Parents teach us about the society and rule,
Teachers teach us about book and knowledge
And Prasadi rules help us to maintain the things we have learnt.
By Muna Thapa,
Puja Shah and Gyatri Yadav, XII D4 Science
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Prasadi : Lying
in the Core of My Heart
“Memories warm you up from inside, but they also tear
you apart”. The thought of leaving Prasadi has left sadness
in my face but the memories created here shall always
enlighten my heart. Before I could even realize these two
years are about to end. It feels like there is a big part of me
inside Prasadi and immense part of Prasadi and the
memories created here have wound up inside my heart.
Looking back at the 1st day of Prasadi, lost in new faces
and struggling for existence, I feel like how far has the
time pushed me. Though I had hard time, I am sure there
is no better place than Prasadi. The knowledge gained in
Prasadi is an incessant success to our lives and my friends
are a plus point to every experience I had in this institute.
Being a part of Prasadi was a joyous moment in my life
and by the end I found myself enjoying every moments in
Prasadi though it was a bit hectic in the beginning but by
class XII, it was the homework I enjoyed the most. All the
teachers and the way they taught had made a great impact
on my mind. The jokes they cracked making the moment
lighter was a relief from those complicated chapters for
the time being.
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The friends were an incredible support making
the days in Prasadi an unforgettable one. The
togetherness and the unity grew each day.
Combine study with my friends was really a
fun…
Summing up the moments in Prasadi, I found
the Chief Sir’s lecture most memorable,
enthusiastic and encouraging. Everytime, he
came up to our class the passion for studying
and doing something seem to rise in up.
Further, the teachers of Prasadi were a helping
hand and my friends were worth mentioning,
they were the catalyst to every moment in
Prasadi. Hence, every moment I had in Prasadi
will remain fresh in my heart and mind forever.
I am going to miss every single day in Prasadi.
“PRASADI ROCKS…”
By Stuti Poudel
XII D4 Science
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Unforgetable Moments in Prasadi
There were several such moments which will last with me
for life long. Specially the love and care of teachers, friends
and staffs. I still can’t believe that we are at the end of our
college life. Life in Prasadi was somehow as I thought in
the beginning but soon I realized it was for our betterment
and got used to it. Those moments spent in Prasadi will
always be in my memories. The fun we had in picnic. I
never expected I would even dance in my life but I did.
Whenever I think of those moments automatically smile
comes on my face. The classes which I attended were
very precious to me. May be in the beginning I wasn’t that
serious but soon I came to realize the moment which would
decide our future. But still there are some tones of teachers
which can’t be ignored. The argument between Rahul and
BCG Sir for every questions. I can never forget some funny
moments and the teachers funny dialogues. The mostly
used dialogues of some teachers :
z
BCG Sir: ‘aile halla garchas stupid’
z
YKG Sir: ‘How easy? ullu de great’
z
DD Sir: ‘you are excellent’
z
BKTM Sir: tero navaeko jhardinxu, halla nagar’
z
SK Ma’am: ‘room No :8’
z
RKS SIR: ‘nice cup of tea’
z
RPY Sir: don’t observe it, absorb it’
z
SBH Sir: ‘I will cut your head, ghhans haru kei aaudaina’
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z
z

NLK Sir: ae keta
RKN Sir: oie, pitai khanu man cha’ (hope it is
taken lightly) (Just for fun)

Those moments won’t ever be lost. The knowledge
we get from our seniors and teacher was very
precious. Our Chief sir, who guided us in every steps
will help to achieve success. They might forget it
but I won’t ever let it go. In future, I don’t know where
I might be but I will always miss each and every
moments of my college life. Those funny tones will
make me remember what we had done. The moment
of when URT Sir warned us for long hair, GT Sir
calling for explanation of leaving classes. Each and
every friend of my college, specially J”12" boys, I
will really miss them a lot. In class 12 I rarely got a
chance to understand my friends, maybe due to
several misunderstandings. If anyone had ever got
hurt with my words, I appolosize , but I never wanted
to. Each and every members of college who helped
me will always be in my memories. Thanks to all.
Hope you all have a great life ahead.
By Bibek C. Mahaseth
D8 Science
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Those Were the
Best Days of My Life
When there is so much love for someone, when
there has been so much of happiness and joy, it’s
natural to be reluctant to close that beautiful chapter.
Whatever it may be, but it’s always important to
know when something has reached its end; finishing
chapter, saying goodbyes, it doesn’t matter what
we call it, but what matters is to leave in the past
memories that are over. But I think the memories in
prasadi are going to haunt me forever.
When I had entered the gate of Prasadi, I didn’t
have the slightest idea that I’d be so attached to it
that it’d be heart breaking to leave it. The period of
two years was really a golden period of my life. I
was in O’10' section in grade 11, a morning section.
Oh! My god it was really a Hercules task for me to
get early in morning. But I am glad to state that I
was never late for class. Getting loads and loads of
homework and managing time for entertainment in
this hectic schedule was really a challenging job.
Despite that heavy schedule I managed time for
everything. Classes of BCG sir, SBH sir, RKS sir,
SK ma’am, BM ma’am SSA ma’am, RRG sir are
like the vivid pictures printed in the memories. Jokes
of SBH sir, BCG sir’s yesterday and the way of
RKS sir relating every derivative of Physics with tea
are really unforgettable. Cracking jokes, giggling in
class, and gossiping are the fresh memories that
can’t be erased. The time that I spent with my cute
friends Shrinkhala,Mona , Anupa, Monika, Rijju,
Upama and Sanjana.
As I travelled in time and got flash backs of those
moments I felt an incessant energy flowing through
the synopsis of my nervous system that guides to
the world of heavenly pleasure. I have no words to
express the gratitude to my friends and teachers. I
just want to say “THANK YOU” to all for helping me
to become a better person each passing day.
By Pratibha Acharya
XII D2 Science
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My 1st day at Prasadi is still fresh and it’s already time to say goodbye. “Prasadi” the number one
college in Nepal, which has been regularly rewarded with National Academic excellence award for
almost a decade, is a great example of success in itself. Prasadi has become the ideal platform
where one can bring best out of himself / herself. Prasadi does not only promise to give quality
education but, it helps to build up good discipline among the students.
I have spent lovely moments of my study in the ambience of Prasadi and from my experience I
could confidently claim Prasadi as the best alternative for your bright future. In these two years I
have collected lot’s of unforgettable and cherishable moments in Prasadi. However, there are some
sweet as well as bitter memories spent in Prasadi. First memory that comes on my mind is about
doing lot ‘ of homework till midnight, carrying the heavy bundles of books and copies, hurried
departure from college gate etc. Sometimes there would be surprise bag checking. Special memory
is about unexpected visit of chief sir. Whenever our chief gave us speeches my intensity for study
increased. It was really fun to attend the speeches of chief sir. Chief sir’s strict rules to control the
students and brilliant mind and his effort to make us perfect individual is the thing that we all
Prasadian must salute. So, I heartly want to thank our chief sir. Likewise there are some sweet
memories about our teachers which I never forget. Our class teacher Raj Kumar sir dialogue “
haina haina”. Pharindra sir’s saying” my English is very fast yaa!!!! It will be hard for you to
understand. So, listen up! Bhadra sir with his dialogue “what’s the cause?” Ram sir with his funny
act during the class and last but not the least about out handsome Pankaj sir with his jokes and
expression makes the class refresh. Oow!!!!! How can I forget my friends who have filled my
college days with fun and laughters? My best friend Manisha who, always kept on supporting me,
other close friends like Rasana , Jasmine, Hasina , rabina , Nisha, Tanjila and I will miss other
friends of section O’9'and B ‘3’ too. I will miss you guys. Other thing which I’ll be missing is the
time when I used to wait eagerly for lunch break and especially to go to home because the periods
used to make me feel very drowsy. But now there aren’t enough days for me to wait for 11:10 Wow!
The moment of Picnic was superb with wild dance I couldn’t forget every moment spent in Prasadi
with my friends and teachers are truly memorable and unforgettable. I’ll cherish all those moments
forever.
Lastly I would like to say that “if a drop of water falls in lake, it has no identity, but if it falls on a leaf
of Lotus it shines like a Pearl. So, choose the best place where you would shine. Try to take every
moment in Prasadi as a golden chance so that you won’t have to regret later. As we know time and
tide never waits, the time is near to change us from Prasadian to ex-Prasadian. As I come Prasadi
alone but I’m leaving it with lots of unforgettable and cherishable moment with my friends and
teachers.
By Punam Maharjan
XII B3 Mgmt
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Days in Prasadi Academy
I have completed my two years in Prasadi Academy
but it seems as if I have joined recently. The time
which I spent in Prasadi is really very special for me
which I can’t get back. The thing I can take for whole
of my life is memory.
Before I joined this college I heard from people that
this college was strict, full of rules and regulations
but I don’t think it as strict as I heard. I found Prasadi
Academy’s teachers were very friendly. Obviously,
Prasadian are not allowed to put on cosmetics,
make their nail long and for boys long hair. People
think its rules but in my opinion its necessity of
students to be in a proper uniform.
The first day of class XI when I entered Prasadi there
was a lot of questions in my mind. How are the
teachers going to be like, whether I would find friends
or not? Actually my only one best friend have joined
Prasadi Academy but she was in D’11'. I entered
the class and introduce myself to few friends. Within
a week I got closer to each of them . Our first period
was Nepali and I was the most recognized student
because on the very first day during attendance I
presented lovely and whenever I spoke I was caught
by him. Second period was of Nagendra sir, he
always encouraged us and he was one of the caring
teacher as well. Likewise, the third period was of
Amala ma’am which was also quite interesting but
I would always ask Rabina about time because after
that we had 20 minutes break. Fourth period was of
Saroj sir which was interesting as well as
encouraging. Whenever he asked me question my
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friends helped me and one day I was caught and we three
had to give presentation. We three (Fameeda, Rabina and
me) were called 3idiots by him. And lastly it was Rajkumar
sir’s period, he used to say “Haeena” after completion of
his every sentence. He used to entertain us by giving 30
second break after completion of every topic. I must say
every moment I spent in O’7' was really great.
Finally I stepped in class XII B’6' after completion of grade
XI. I thought, I would be separated from Rabina and
Femeeda but luckily it didn’t happen. Out class teachers
BRR was really encouraging and second period was
Economics and we were really very happy after we found
our Nagendra Sir as our Economics teacher. Third period
was of Manju ma’am which was very inspiring and
encouraging for me and espically when she assigned us
task in class. I would do it as fast as I could so as I get
“good”. Fourth period was Tara ma’am “business period”.
Fifth period was maths and it was interesting period. After
11:05 I would wait for sir to say “girls”. I found myself very
lucky because I was able to attain Ratna Man Dangol sir’s
class. His class was just unforgettable. His jokes, way of
teaching, I like his way of teaching very much. And we
also got opportunity to attend Megh Nath Dangal Sir’s class.
I enjoyed a lot these two years. I got to make more friends,
learnt about people’s nature and many more. At last I would
like to thank all teachers, friends who supported,
encouraged, and inspired me throughout the year.
By Sujata Dulal
XII B6 Mgmt
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Flashback…….
Closing my eyes, I could see a very dim vision
ahead and notice two gateways to lead my life
ahead. I have come to realize that the time has
come up with an alarm to make me alert about
building up my career. Among two gateways,
one seems to lead very easy path and next
seems to lead very hard one but has got fruitful
future. I have arrived to a real journey to my
future. I’m scared and wish to stop this time
and make static. But knowing that time is most
precious in the world that never stops for anyone
behalf of begging and cries, why am I making
this foolish wish? Though I know all these things
I am getting much more frightened.
Before I walk ahead I want to have flashback to
my most memorable days in the past. And for
making my past colorful, my college life pays
most. With a new hope, I joined Prasadi
Academy for my +2 studies. It is common for
everyone to be a bit nervous at new place and
with new faces. Likewise, some months were
lost to get adjusted in a new environment. Study
burden during exam time due to no gap in
between, late night stay just to complete home
works, fun with friends, eating during class hours
etc strikes my mind till now. These two years
went just in a glimpse. During these years, we
became familiar with many faces, teachers and
some teachers repeated words are fresh in my
mind. Some of them are RKS sir’s chiya jokes,
BCG sir’s ‘you stupid’, YKG sir’s ‘very easy’,
DD sir’s,’ you are excellent, etc.. wonderful
moments will always remain in my mind.
Likewise, the point has finally to be departed
from Prasadi life. It is said that we begin to see
good aspects about something or someone
when we realize that we are soon about to lose
that or them. Now I’ m worried about losing my
college life but as time and tide wait for none, I
should walk ahead. The things that I have got
from this academy is priceless.
Now, winning my fearful mind I should go ahead
in life, achieve something, build up my career. I
should accept the time . Though , I had a good
time in Prasadi , I willingly also couldn’t stick
to it. So, it’s the time to bid goodbye to prasadi.
I could never ever forget the wonderful moments
of college life. Lastly, I wish for the prosperity of
this academy.
By Utkrista K.C
XII D8 Science
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Party in My Mind
No matter how the burning our feet were and limited platform we had, we, the students of grade 12
Science had forgotten all the worries and yet we danced wild! This was a part of the picnic for grade
12 science which was on 13th February 2013. We excitedly gathered outside the college premises,
boarded on the respective buses to set off to our trip to Tribhuvanpark, Thankot. We all were
excited to be there. On the way we sang and played in the bus. As soon as we had reached there,
we filled our stomachs with light refreshment and we took rest. As the music started, all the students
were on the floor dancing. This day was very ‘BIG DAY’ for us. After two years of long hectic and
tiresome homework and study business, we finally had a time for ourselves and we spent the day
with our friends with whom we were never together due to the limitation of time in the college. That
day I saw many of my friends including me whose feet got frozen while dancing with the music. May
be it was the ‘MOST MEMORABLE’ day of our high school life. On the way back home, the dancing
hangover had not gone. So we were still like “PARTY IN MY MIND”
By Manjita Khadka
XII D8 Science
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Life in XII B3
XII B’3" is the worst class
This is what you may have heard,
We are one united mass,
All you have heard will seem absurd.
Some classes are boring
And tension is always growing,
Yet we manage to have fun
And get all the homeworks done.
We don’t know from where to start
All friends seem so nice,
Here friends aren’t two faced
But have more faces than a dice.
Shriya is the brilliant one
She is first in everything
Amita and Poonam are fashion queen
Sajun, Aaditya , Krishna are happy teens.
Rajkumar, Suyash, Silon, Jasmine are silent & hardworking
Sama, Getson, Upasana are most of the time joking
Hasina and Rahul are window peeping
This class can make the teachers fuming.
All of us are the best of friends
Jasmine know the latest Bollywood trends
Parikshya is very good friend,
Suyash and Sanjay are trying hard to blend
Anish’s cheeks get red when he is shy
Velin is too busy to say hi
Ashma is always on time
Ishana and Shraddha’s voice sounds like wind chimes.
Then comes friendly sulochana, Niran, Santosh, Aparna
Who’s polite to everyone,
Where would we be without Getson, Sama?
They bring all the fun.
Ashma and Ishana
Aren’t very tall
I don’t know much about Nemika
Since, she is the new girl.
Shreya is always found
Chewing lots of gums,
Soni and Nemika
Don’t talk to everyone.
Miraj and Rojit
I don’t know what to say,
Poonam and jasmine
I never see them play.
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our own Ashish Basnet
He doesn’t talk that much.
Don’t get us started about Hasina,
“Blah!!! Blah!!! Such and such”
Saguna and Rabina
Always try to be the best
Sitting at the last bench always feels great
We get punished while coming late.
Oh dear !
How can we forget Sarthak here,
The tourist who’s seen few times a year
Doing homework is his only fear.
Shraddha, Isahna and Shriya
Have a divine power
When they sit at the last
Class 12 B’3' always has a blast!!
Who did we miss????
Yes Aastha ! she’s another new girl
We can’t remember anyone else,
So we guess that must be all.
Oh ! our class teacher Mr. RajKumar,
He simply rocks.
And a word of “haina!haina”!
He can really box!
These years have gone so fast,
We feel bad remembering the past.
Feels like yesterday when we said “Hi”!
But time has come to say “good bye”.
By XII B3 Group Mgmt
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Two Years in Prasadi
The two years of my life at ‘Prasadi’ have passed away so quickly
that I cannot even realize that it is going to end. I think that I just
entered “Prasadi” about a week ago. All memories which I had in
“Prasadi” are still fresh in my mind.
My college life is going to finish in 2weeks but I still remember the
first day of my life at “Prasadi”. I entered into the college with fear
in my heart. I went to the notice board to see where my name
was. I found my name at the end of section O’13'. I went to the
class. Simran and Zoonu were my first friends in Prasadi.
I have lots of good memories with my friends like gossiping, having
cheese ball and chocolates during the break time. I will miss you
Punam and Jasmine, helping each other in studies and other
memories with my friends are with me. My life at Prasadi is a
mysterious journey where I had to face many consequences and
I had to compromise with many occasion due to lack of holidays.
This is all about me and my friends. But what about the hard
working and determined teachers who gave us the knowledge? I
would like to thank them all from my inner heart. I would miss all
the teachers very much, especially Pankaj Sir for his jokes and
expressions and Manju ma’am for her love and care. I will miss
them.
All the memories that I had with “Prasadi” are priceless. In these
two years we had lots of fun with friends and teachers. At the
beginning I was really bored with the rules and regulation of college.
But today when my college life is coming to the end I would like to
stop the time. But time never comes back. So I am going away
from Prasadi with lots of memories which will always make me
happy in future. I will miss the jokes told by Sama and friendly
friends Cilon, Parikshya, Ishana, Mansa, Rasna, Shreya, Sharada,
and Anjali.Finally for all these memories I would like to thank Mr.
Bikram Rai and say I am proud to be a Prasadian.
By Hasina Maharjan
XII B3 Mgmt
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It’s all about Days in
‘Prasadi Academy’
On the day of entrance exam, all alone and shy, carrying an
umbrella in that heavy rain, I was waiting for the gate to
open; the new stage of my life began. Entrance exam was
over, admission done and I came as a Prasadian in section
‘O9’. Seeing all new faces with full of ambition I chose to sit
with my very new friends Upasana and Soni .Time passed
and I enjoyed every day in the class, our friendship became
stronger. At the end of the year everyone knew that we
would be upgraded to Grade XII. Everyone thought what they
would do if they got separated with their friends without whom
they would get bored in every single period. Grade XI
completed with full of fun in O9 in which I had many new
friends with whom even every boring period became
interesting; everyone felt happy and promised that they would
regularly meet their friends even if they got their section
separated.
Admission time for grade XII students and I was this time
selected as Noisy ‘B3’student…..confused whether I would
find my friend in the same section or not…..Slowly, I went to
the class…..Should I say luck by chance or what so ever I
found almost same friends in section B3, I also had same
bench partners. I was so happy about having a year more to
spend together. Our friendship touched the heights and so
our burden of studies. We enjoyed classes more, bringing a
new topic every day. Days passed and the session ended
but my love for Prasadi will remain the same. I will be missing
all my friends, teachers, chief sir’s lectures and so on I am
and will always be ‘proud being a Prasadian’.
By Smriti Atal
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Things that will never
Return in My Life
z

z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z
z

z
z

After Prasadi; I will never get chance to wish that
there would be checking whenever I am late for
college.
I will never be called as “class ko don” by Saroj sir
again.
I will never get chance to gossip in class again being
“3 idiots”
I will never hear RKS sir telling “haina” after each
correct sentence he says.
I will never be scolded with respectful words like
Bhogi sir does.
I will never be called “chhori” by any teacher during
my classes like MRD sir did.
I will never be frank with any teacher as much as I
was with Tara ma’am.
I will never have that smile again which comes in
my face when RKN sir says “girls”.
I will never get phone call from school to know why
was I unable to attend my class.
I will never finish my lunch, talk with my friends,
read around, play and do many other things within
20minutes.
I will never get chance to eat samosa of Prasadi’s
canteen.
Whenever I enter in Prasadi, I will not be known as
“student”, I will be known as “ex-student”.
By Rabina Luitel
XII B6 Mgmt
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D5, Journey from Jestha -28 to Chaitra 7
Come on guys, climb five storey building for a moment
Don’t be in dilemma… just climb it
You reached an entrance hall?
Oops! no door , no problem we have two back widows
And five side windows, we have three fans too, right?
Yaa, this is the D’5', a journey from Jestha 28 to Chaitra 7,
Here we live a family of 47 members entirely guided by
A lot of teachers and nourished by their love and knowledge,
Oh! How I can forget those dreadful sounds of striking
Windows, frightening us time and again,
Two rows of benches, on the right it’s entirely for girls and boys have it on the left
Umm…bored? Please, don’t be … Now comes about our members.
Rohit a gentle guy whose behaviour always pleased others,
So were Mahim , Saurav and Kiran , always wonderful friends,
Anil never stopped making humour in the class,
Who was accompanied by his near mates Pritam, Saughat, Birat and Niren,
Salu, a wonderful girl, always took her first position with her laugh,
Oh! How can we miss Diksha’s cross questions along with her sweet smile?
Nabin…Oh ! god…his dedication to study’s really appreciable,
Gentleness of Abhi always made his sharp personality in the class,
So was Sailesh, always friendly, dedicated to knowledge,
Ha…!Bhaskar would never forget his incident in chemistry lab with chief sir,
A really friendly and smiling guy.
Oh! Let us remember Pappu’s organic conversions, Nirajan’s calculations,
Rabindra’s smile and subodh’s gentleness
Let us not forget the friends, Nabina fine and fast & Sonali’s nature really nice,
Sorry! We missed our captain Suraj, a hat wearing guy,
Really, difficult to identify him in the picnic.
Dancing with Ashok was really shocking and wonderful experience in the picnic.
We shouldn’t miss our talkative Pratik, always sharing his own experiences.
Aashma always turning a cool girl, perfect from every aspect,
Nisha umm…confusing right? Shrestha or Mahaseth?
It’s impossible to forget the boldness of Yashoda in her unique and cute smile,
Dakshyata, oh! We seldom saw her eyes up, wondering in her own world,
Shreya ,again confusing right? Thapa or upadhayaya?
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It’s shreya thapa along with Samikshya having their own company definitely glad.
Let’s come to Shreya Updhayaya, a sincere girl whose entry fills charm to the surrounding, a perfect example.
Oops!we missed Nisha Mahaseth and her bench mate,
Surakshya umm.. . not so frank but silent in their talks.
The things that will be memorable is Aagya laughing in silence followed by our laughter.
Let us not forget Shibu’s English tone really appreciable,
Pratigya, always remained silent, determined and kind,
Rumi, Subina and Aastha, the three bench partners, always following their principle of unity,
Reema ,Alina and Pratistha were ever close friends from XI to XII and attached as a permanent magnet,
Jyostna’s hair style, Sunita’s dimple and Pratika’s smile will always be in memory of hard disk of our brain,
So will be Sabina’s sincerity and Sarmila’s mischief,
Last but not the least, we all are the pride of D5.
“PROUD TO BE A PRASADIAN”
By Manoj Mandal
XII D5 Science
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Farewell
Let me tell you today
What filled my class with fun.
They are priceless gems of D9
My awesome friends for long run.
My day begins with Raisha’s favourate song
When it comes to pranks, Pravin is never wrong.
Smily Utsav, hardly awake you’ll get
Subin is the quietest tiger I’ve ever met.
Talented Nikesh is famous for his golden voice
Anisha is the fun bank with all gossips of your choice.
Yaju has the cute evil smile, everyone adores
Sevok with his “daari des;” is a company who never
bores.
Charming Sujina’s jokes never go in vain
Here comes Bhuwan, to make you smile again.
Intelligent Allen has answer to make him stand tall
Apoorva is strong one who can easily make you fall.
When it’s about talking to girls Sanyam is a bit shy
If you have a clear loud laugh, then Ashesh is the guy.
Thanking all my friends for making my years
It’s me Nikita, writing about you all biding a farewell.
By Nikita Dulal
D9 Science
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I read somewhere
That life is a journey from dawn to dusk
And was advised to be aware
While growing up in the land of fun
These two years of mine spent here
Has taught me many things that today I want to share
The first day I stepped into Prasadi I was filled with a strange fear
But now as the day of leaving this place is coming near
I want to spend my last days here with great care.
Days spent here as I look back today
Have forced me to say
“Prasadi, I thank you today”
For teaching me lesson of life every day.
This is the place where I found friends I’ll treasure all my life
And from the teachers I learnt that pen is more powerful than a knife.
Here I got the opportunity to learn to do many things in just 20 minutes
And also the chance to enjoy many sonnets.
I also tried to get in me the virtues like diligence and patience
And also tried my best to chase excellence.
Today I feel that my decision to go to Prasadi was right
As in these two years my road trip has actually turned into flight
With a goal set in front of my sight
I’m hopeful to get victory like a Knight.

By Deekchhya Basnet
XII D5 Science

Prasadi, Memories and a Salute
When captain RPY gives his slow and steady lecture;
I realize those cosmic bombardment of my near nature;
When sergeant SBH presents his lecture with humor and laugh;
I remember those music of violin with which Einstein justified E=mc2
The morning tea; and those vibrating waves at its surface;
Make me visualize those words of colonel RKS
The sense of courage and spirit forces me out;
With the powerful words of sir JPY scholar.
Those scolding; full of love and warmth;
Is better experience in RL’s class.
These all memories rise violently in my mind;
Anywhere when I see sir KBP’s facial emotions.
By Sandesh Lamsal
XII D4 Science
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Two years of Our life…..
A part of our journey has been come to an end
Something started and will finish as the trend
Seems like it’s only yesterday that we started
But today we’re here to be departed.
We still have long way to go
We have our journey to complete
Yet these two years will be treasured the most
Though there are things we gained and things we lost

These years of our life are the most cherishing
As it’s full of memories, learnings and bondings.
In this short time
Teachers taught us to learn better
And our friends taught us to be better
So even though this phase has come to an end
You’ll all be remembered in every step and every bend.
By Sneha Shrestha
XII D8 Science
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UNFORGETABLE
If you ever make a mistake and follow up the noise
you’ll end up to XII D2 at top of their voice
you’ll always find SK ma’am shouting hey!
Because this is the class where devils play
Shouting all wild to shake the whole block
And when you see Kushal sitting all quiet it is a shock
Anupa’s voice is heard when moon is blue
Monika’s hair is best in class and that is true
Asif is known as hero of our class.
Ujjowol, Pratik and Pramod are so cool always ready to make a blast
Dilkash is a guy still unknown to us
‘Homework garyo’ is what Manjila asks you first
Shrinkhala is sweet with strong determination
Here is Sammit who is laughing Buddha’s 13th incarnation
Rijju is not meek as she looks
Neha can get lost in the world of books
Saurav is a guy who is silent and shy
Aayusha is always engaged in books, we don’t know why?
Smiriti the genius is always so sweet
Om Prakash in class is always mute
Who can beat Upasana’s wonderful art
Without Rajand, Nirman, how can anyone laugh?
Sanjana G and Sanhana Y are friends forever
Talking about breaking down makes Mona feel better
Though not by looks Astha studies a lot
Look how beautifully Chandra speaks Nepali, Oh my god!
Here is Nitesh speaking faster than uv radiation
Bikram is the guy with mind and creation
Who can ever beat Imtihaz’s caricatures
Richa the girl with shrill voice is of helping nature
Sandip J and Sandip P thought competes are good friends
Here is Pratibha whose confusion never seems to end.
And this is how the devils of XII D’2' are cool
We are tortures for teachers, and break our own rule.
And if you give history a rewind you’ll know XII D’2' is just one of its kind.
By Pratibha Acharya
XII D2 Science
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Date of birth
Interest

Singing and dancing

2070

Gadget

All newly introduced gadgets

Musician

Gopal Yonjan

Visit

US, Germany, Belgium, France, Japan,
Korea, Philippines, India, and et.al.

Writer

Nepali Diasporas

Attire

Casual

Food

Daal, Rice, Dhido

Birth place

Kushma, Parbat

Favorite place

Pokhara

Favorite color
Favorite personality

Sky blue
Manamohan Adhikari

Books

Autobiographies

An Interview with Bhimlal
Gurung, Member secretary of
HSEB
Bhimlal Gurung, born in 2007 B.S in Kushma of Parbat
district, started his career as a teacher of primary level.
After 34 years of involvement in the field of education,
Gurung is working as member secretary of Higher
Secondary Education Board now. He has had an
experience in this field from lower level to policy making.
He got opportunity to serve as a primary teacher and later
as a principal of secondary level. Gurung entered the job
of officer in 2034 BS and promoted to Under secretary,
How is your tenure going on as a member secretary?
It is going on comfortably, satisfactorily, and pleasantly.
Really, it is my pride to be appointed to such a prestigious
post of a member secretary of Higher Secondary Education
Board and to undertake my duties and responsibilities. While
working being service oriented, life becomes pleasant and
self satisfaction prevails. Thus, it has become the moment
of joy for me to work as a member secretary.
You are working in the field education for a long time;
what do you say about the condition of education in
Nepal?
There has been rapid development of education in Nepal.
Destination is not so far while talking about the expansion of
access in terms of basic education. In secondary and lower
secondary level, there is the situation to be initiated little by
the government. But we have to work further for the
improvement of the quality education.
How have you contributed to the development of
education in Nepal as you have worked in this field for
a long time?
Basically, I spent my professional life in the field of education.
During this time, I worked a lot for the promotion of education
by undertaking different roles related to this field. I have
contributed my best from my side but an attempt of an
individual is not enough. People involved in the field of
education should be active as per the policy, purpose and
objectivity to achieve the goal. There has not been long term
thought, goal, policy and programs of education for eight
years or so because of political instability. So, now we are
34
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Joint secretary and policy maker respectively and
finally appointed to assistant general secretary of
UNESCO by Nepal government.
Gurung, who did Bachelor degree in humanities from
Prithvi Narayan Campus and Master’s Degree in
Education from Tribhuvan University, claims that he
attained this status because of his creativity,
intelligence, and ability of his own. Parents’
awareness to education encouraged him to know the
value of education and got interested in continuing
his education, says Gurung.

A Dialogue of prasadian with member
Secretary, Gurung.
in an uncertain situation. This situation is sad but I am
optimistic that our education automatically takes its
speed if as politics gets stable. Now the whole state
has got entangled in transition, leave it alone the
education sector.
It is said that Nepal’s education does not meet
international standard. What do you say about it?
No one should evaluate Nepal’s education without any
base. While talking about quality education, It has been
considered qualitative which is instantly consumed by
the market after the completion of certain level and that
is the fact of today. It was not so in the past. Those who
could not write bonds and other legal documents, the
quality of SLC would be considered as meaningless.
That could be termed as impractical education. The
education that addresses the need of the time is
practical. Later English language got its importance.
Those who could speak and write English language were
taken as the product of quality education. Now with the
course of time, the field of occupation has become wide
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knowledge in new field. This is how there might be the
issue of determination in quality education. Now there
is the demand of technical education. We are far back
while seeing our education in the world. We are yet to
do a lot for technical education but we have set out for
it. We might be seen far back because of the absence
of practicality in our education.
What’s the reason that we are back in technical
education?
There are many factors and one of them is the need of
profuse investment on it. Government should always
be ready for investment. For example, to join MBBS,
Engineering in Nepal one should complete +2 in
science. There is no environment in many higher
secondary schools of the nation to teach science
program. While considering the milieu of the whole
nation, it is the responsibility of the government to
back public higher secondary schools and provide
students with opportunities to study science, but it is
scanty. Many students have studied in government
schools but only few have been studied science. On
the other hand, private colleges become the choice of
science students since there are essential physical
infrastructures that the students need. Those who
study at private colleges have access to medicine and
engineering and those who cannot afford for private
education are deprived of technical education.On one
hand technical education is very expensive, on the
other hand the education of science at private colleges
itself is expensive, and so the students from middle
class family have not got opportunity. Very few
Nepalese are capable to study medicine by paying
four million rupees. Our technical education keeps on
lagging behind until the government does not invest
on it, or does not make environment for technical
education or does not initiate to encourage the
students to enroll themselves in technicle education.
Nepalese students are tempted to take
international certificate and students who are
leaving this country for study is increasing. What
do you say about it?
Yes, the trend of studying in foreign country has
increased. The guardians too, for their status in the
society, want to send their children abroad. It has
become the culture of our society that if you send
your child abroad for study, you feel you have position
in your society. Students themselves began to think
that unless they go abroad like their seniors, they lag
behind. But I don’t think students go abroad for quality
education. In Nepal, some institutions have already
been established which are able to provide with
international standard education though they are not
enough. Few students may go abroad to study proper
technical education, but rest students go there in the
guise of student for earning. They have their opinion
that they can earn themselves when they go abroad
but in Nepal they have to depend on their parent’s
investment. In this situation, neither the capable human
resource with technical education return home nor those
who went abroad for earning. All of them seem busy
in earning money there except few. Moreover, they
have pine for green card and PR to be settled there. It
is really an irony that they are pessimistic since they
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Who’s mainly responsible for this?
Government is mainly responsible for this. I wonder why
the government did not create the environment to prevent
students form going abroad. Government should take it under
consideration that if the students of this age go abroad they
spend all their potential age there. Can this person contribute
to the nation when s/he returns home in his/her old age?
So the government should discourage these students from
going abroad and for this it should be an investment on
quality education and high level technical education.
Why isn’t the investment of government getting success
in the production of moderate level human resource?
Practical education and technical education are two different
things. The base of practical education is technical
education. The purpose of technical education is to reinforce
the practical education or develop technology. Though these
two are different, there is nail flesh relationship between,
them. So long as the technical education does not develop,
practical education cannot flourish. We take practical
education as the means of producing medium level human
resource. In this context, the streams of +2 of Higher
Secondary Education Board have become the initial stage
of producing medium level human resources and the second
is streams run, maintained, and managed by CTEVT. So
those who want to have technical education later can join
the streams of +2. Now new curriculum has also been
developed. It has been tried to make the education practical
from class 1 to 12. For this purpose government is about to
run a program of a model education institution in 75 districts.
Whether the production of technical education has
got opportunities in Nepal or not?
Those who are graduate in medicine and engineering have
got opportunities but the number of unemployment is sure
to increase unless industries and related business are
depended. Whether it is doctor or engineer, the trend of
leaving country has increased; it may be because of the
halt in proper development. Our qualified resources have
been provided PR and opportunities by developed countries
so they have remained there. Professional people like doctor,
engineer, CA, Nurse, teacher and et al are roaming to and
fro with the dream of going abroad. ‘Get rich quick’ has
become the trend of today’s people, so the temptation of
foreign country has increased. This tendency remains the
same until the country does not go on stable development.
Unless the government gives hope to those who desire to
go abroad, condition becomes worse and it persists.
How much necessary do you think to provide
international standard education in Nepal?
In the changing scenario, the world has become one now.
Neither we are away from others nor are others away from
us. We have to make our education compatible to the
education of other developed countries while the world has
been globalized and there’s open competition. We don’t
have any alternative except improving the quality of
education.
What should the government do for the students like
us who want to study living in Nepal?
It has been the same thing talked before. The government
should be able to raise the question- Why abroad for study
while there is quality education in our country? For this
government should make conducive environment to stop
student’s going abroad. If the government is not able to do
35
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private
sector on the basis of private public
partnership. Student can be discouraged from leaving the
country for quality education by generating capable human
resources. There must be the situation that students see
better opportunities here than abroad.
Must we go abroad for study until there is not favorable
environment as you told?
No, no you shouldn’t go abroad if you follow my advice since
many have got progress living here. Those who have been
studying management should get influenced from Min Bdr.
Gurung of Bhatbhateni Supermarket, other successful
bankers, industrialist Binod Chaudhary and should be
courageous to do something like them. If you can, you do
not need to go abroad, Do something and show your
capability to the nation. Make a status of successful person
serving motherland.
What difference do you find in higher level education
of your time and now?
To say from the perspective of quality education I don’t find
any difference between education I had and now. But the
crucial thing is that there was good environment for study
and strong desire for study. There was not any obstacle in
education but now there are lots of hindrances which have
spoilt the environment to study, and it has become a
problem.

government. Such is the case of university where
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education above
+2 is provided.
Government bears
the
expense of research and other physical infrastructures.
But class 11and 12 have become such a critical level
that the government has not paid any attention.
Government itself does not have the teachers of this
level and there are no teachers of public higher
secondary schools themselves. Subsidy is scanty, and
though it has relieved, it is not enough for all the other
expenses. Schools themselves have to manage fund.
On the other hand, the private educational institutions,
which have run 11 and 12, have not been supported.
So there is the complaint that +2 education is
expensive. This level of education has suffered a lot
because of the indifference of the state. If the state
had invested on public higher secondary school, there
would have been good result as a return of investment,
and the students wouldn’t have been compelled to join
private schools.
As per the age, attitude and the goal of students
for higher education, this level is considered to
be very sensitive but why isn’t there the
investment of the government in such a level?
It is so because those who have to know the
sensitiveness of this level have not known at all.
Government should know the sensitiveness and should

Higher secondary education is included in school
education in foreign countries but it is like college
education in Nepal. Why is this difference?
It is because of the policy of the government. Initially it was
said school education from class one to ten, then eleven
and twelve higher secondary education. It was proficiency
certificate level at university after SLC. It made the trend of
being admitted at university programs immediately after
SLC. This trend established the culture of calling college.
Later because of globalization, there came the situation of
competing with foreign education by making our educational
programs equivalent to theirs. This is why the government
has introduced the program of SSRP now. Under this program
class 11and 12 will not be called higher secondary school;
the education from class 9 to 12 will be included in secondary
level education. Likewise, from class one to eight it will be
called basic education. Now, the education from 1 to 12 will
be included in school education as practiced in foreign
countries. Though it has been implemented as a model, it
has not got legality yet.
How have you found the condition of +2 education in
Nepal?
This structure of +2 education is in crisis since the
government has granted subsidy to school education from
one to ten. Teachers, salary for teachers, money for
administrative expenditure all have been managed by

not hesitate to invest on it. The main thing that the
government has not noticed yet is that the students
who pass SLC join class 11 and 12, and that all these
are our children. We can easily realize that there is
the main role of the government to keep +2 in limbo.
If the investment is all, do you think the education
of school and university would deteriorate like this?
Well, you came to good point. Once we from Higher
Secondary Board went to finance ministry with the
topic of increasing investment on higher secondary
education and I had claimed that the return would be
good if it was invested on school and university alike.
To the question “Why +2, it has been ignored ?” One
responsible officer said, a lot has been invested on
school and university education and so education,
result, and environment for education all are in chaos.
There is neither discipline nor quality education. There
is a good result and result in time since we’ve not
invested on +2 education. There has been standard
education there. He became skeptical that if it is
invested on +2 education, +2 will also spoil like schools
and universities. It sounds like a fact somewhat but it
is not so. When there is investment on anything,
monitoring is a must. Schools have got corrupted not
because of the investment but because of the lack of
proper monitoring. Likewise it was invested on higher
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has worsened the environment of education.
Educational environment has worsened because of the
lack of favorable educational environment and skilled
manager.
How do you take yourself as a successful person?
I find myself very successful because I was born in a
very lower class family. I have come to this level with
constant struggle. Till this date the government of Nepal
has realized the need of me. I feel proud to see this.
The government has kept on giving responsibility to
me while I have got retired from civil service and it’s
time to have rest. I have been able serve in the field of
education. I’ve done good whatever I’ve undertaken. I
am satisfied from the work I’ve done till date. I have
been able to claim the work done with pride and
confidence.
What should one do to be successful?
Main thing for success is your dedication, discipline
and thought. These are keys to success to all. One
should know family is a unit of society and human beings
are social beings. While living help to all, good social
spirit, co-operation, mutuality are all key points that
one must have. One should always have the thought
that I myself cannot do anything alone and so I should
get help from others and others too need my help. This
feeling makes a bond of brotherhood in any society.
Another thing for success, one should be selfless and
should avoid temptation, attachment and wrongdoing.
One should go ahead with hard work, good work,
dedication and perpetuation to work. These are sure to
lead one to success.
What reformations have you introduced in higher
Secondary Education Board after you got
appointed?
There have been lots of reformations internally. It has
been established trend of publishing result in time. There
has been the total end of the loss of students’ academic
year. We have met the deadline of admission at
universities. Another visible reformation is the system
of making 2/3 sets of examination questions in main
subjects. It has been implemented different sets of
questions in examination after trial and we have got
success in it. Questions asked in Kathamandu,
Poahara and Biratnagar have acclaimed the result of
balanced and standard matching. Likewise, students
from out of valley had to wait about two months for their
transcript but now this condition has been ended and
they can collect their transcript from their own region.
Students of Kathnandu don’t have to go to Sanothimi
for their transcript they can collect it in Kathmandu
office. Such facility has been provided in Biratnagar
Janakpur, Hetauda, Dhangadhi, Butwal, Pokhara,
Nepalgunj
and
et. al, too. The provision of double charge has been
avoided and transcript has been distributed in
systematic way on the basis of registration number for
quick service. it cannot be provided on the very day, it
takes at least three to five days. No one can break the
system by exercising the power since it has been
systematized.
Then are you satisfied from the service you gave
in education till the date?
I am extremely satisfied but I have to do a lot yet.
Whatever is done well done, it has been appreciated
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of public higher secondary schools from all over the country
to promote the quality of education. Though it has not been
organized any training programs for private school, it has
been tried best to uplift the level of education in public schools.
It is yet to try to publish result quickly by replacing manual
work by machine work. We are going to work with optical
marks reader system soon. It will be started from
supplementary examination. Now it is to record marks in
computer by reading one by one and there are lots of chances
to make mistakes, so it is typed in three places. And
ultimately they are brought in one place and the marks are
matched. Optical reader system reads the marks from
checked copies and uploads in computer software and
this immediately remains in system as mark sheets. The
work of man will be replaced by machine and there will be
more satisfaction. We are applying bar code system not to
identify the answer sheets of any higher secondary schools.
And we are implementing piloting project on supplementary
examination.
HSEB has made rules and restrictions to maintain the
discipline of students; have you found that it has been
followed?
This year, we have endorsed the code of conduct of higher
secondary school. Though it was publicized two months
ago, it has not been followed and inspected yet. It has been
decided to implement from the beginning of this session, in
order to maintain quality in education. Presence of students
in the class in certain days and the minimum marks in
internal examinations have been settled to appear in final
Board examinations. Otherwise they will be nullified for
Board exams. It has been pin pointed in the code of conduct
that those who have not been punished for misconduct will
not appear Board exam. Likewise, any pompous clothes
have been forbidden. Code of conduct has been implemented
to bind students, schools and teacher in rules. It has been
done so to build character and it’s an effort to maintain
discipline at schools.
Does the apparel help know students talent?
Clothes and talent are different matters but I have already
told you code of conduct has been implemented only to
build the character of students. Character and culture are
very much important aspects in human life. Our character
is our custom and culture. Wherever we go, our character
goes with us. What we do beyond our culture does not give
us any comfort and pride. Where there is culture there is
life. Culture is our identity, so to protect our culture we have
implemented rules and restrictions. Respecting seniors
varies from community to community but it is full of dignity.
It is our duty to save our culture which is imbedded in our
psychology. It is our culture to cover our whole body, when
unusual and vulgar dresses are worn it violates the discipline
that has been maintained and it affects the study of students.
What should be done to update the curriculum as per
the demand of time?
We are continuously modifying the curriculum. Now the
curriculum of English is being amended and be completed
soon. This year we are preparing the course of economics
and other half dozen of subjects with amendment and these
will be prescribed for teaching. It is a continual process.
Curriculum should be revised every 5 to 10 years. After the
curriculum has been carried out, it is necessary to monitor
the practicality and importance of it.
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Though it has been said to make higher secondary
education more vocational and less theoretical, why
isn’t it found in practice?
No, it is our policy to drive vocational education practically.
The purpose of +2 education is to build a base for higher
level technical education. Our institution is not the one to
provide technical education, it is CTEVT. It is diffrent that
we have started the curriculum of floriculture as a vocational
education. There are many such many subjects which are
suitable for vocational education.
Don’t you think that HSEB has tightened more in the
name of discipline?
It is a rule to wear tight pants, ride bike while in uniform and
visit shopping malls and cinemas. These might not be liked
by students but we have not imposed these codes
haphazardly; there is the support of guardians, parents,
schools promoters and teachers. According to the report of
traffic police published recently 50 percent accidents are of
teenager students. Some have met an accident with uniform
and some without uniform. Discipline is directly connected
to study. Where there is discipline there is good result.
Discipline is a must for students.
What are the main weaknesses in the field of education
in Nepal?
The main problem in this field is the presence of politics. It
has really created problem in this field. All along with students
and teachers are not left virgin by politics. Moreover, the
managing committee of school has also been interfered by
politics. There is no conductive environment for education
at all. Another problem in education is the absence of
investment by government. This field remains problematic
until the government does not increase essential investment.
Now the state has invested 17 percent of the budget and
the educationists say 24 percent of the budget should be
allocated for this field. 17 percent of budget is not enough to
promote quality; it is spent on the pays of teachers and
staff only.
Did you have any other field of interest except study?
I was interested in many fields. I was the best volleyball
player of my time. Moreover, I was very interested in singing
and dancing. There are two albums in the market in
collaboration with Bom Bahadur Karki, which were published
fifteen years ago. I could have done very well in the field of
singing but I did not make it my career. I am the best dancer
and gold medalist in dance. Years before duet (Dohori) and
folk dance used to be involved in national sports, at that
time one year I was the first in folk dance by defeating the
competent from all over the country, and next year I got
second position.
How much important is entertainment in student life?
Not only in student life, entertainment is important to all as
long as until they live as it gives energy to people. In the
context
of students it helps them concentrate in their study.
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Constant study produces stress in students and the
entertainment of 10/12 minutes helps them release
from stress and cerates tuning to study. Really,
entertainment intensifies the study of students.
Who is the source of your inspiration?
I take my parents as a source of inspiration. They
made environment for my education and they had
thought that education makes life comfortable though
they themselves were uneducated. They made
environment for my education though they did not get
chance to do so.
How have you seen the future of your children’s
education in Nepal?
I don’t have different opinion from others as I am also
the member of this society. I have told my sons to
have education here in Nepal but they are insisting on
going abroad. To my case, it has been a year since
my son completed A Level but he is in confusion
because of the thought of going abroad. He wouldn’t
have lost one year if he had joined any course here. I
have become like all the other guardians in front of my
son’s decision. It is the result of social influence.
How do you make best use of your leisure time?
I watch television, listen music, read newspaper, surf
internet and if I have more leisure I read the biography
of famous people.
What are the important things that a good citizen
should undertake?
Basically, it should be the concern of all citizens that
they should depend on their earnings by avoiding greed,
temptation, and selfishness. One should contribute to
the nation by satisfying themselves with the earning of
hard work and honesty.
Ultimately, do you have anything to say for the
students of Prasadi like us?
I want prasadian to get devoted to study in own nation
by giving up the thought of studying abroad. I am
really happy to get invited to talk. I wish prasadians all
the best for progress in future.
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